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STA 32 - Winter 2015 - R Homework 6 - Due Friday, March 13th


Problem 1


Create a function that calculates and returns the confidence interval for a small sample mean, using both
Zα/2 (which should be incorrect for small samples) and tn−1;α/2 (which should be correct for small samples).
I.e, your function should find


(X̄ −Zα/2
s
√
n
, X̄ + Zα/2


s
√
n


)


(X̄ − tn−1;α/2
s
√
n
, X̄ + tn−1;α/2


s
√
n


)


and return a 2 by 2 matrix containing both confidence intervals.
Your function should take in values X (the data set) and alpha (which defines what level of confidence you
want).
Use your function to find confidence intervals for the following data and alpha levels:


(a) X = rnorm(15, mean = 5, sd = 3), alpha = 0.01


(b) X = rexp(15,rate = 1/5), alpha = 0.01


(c) X = rnorm(50, mean = 5, sd = 3), alpha = 0.01


(d) X = rexp(50,rate = 1/5), alpha = 0.01


Problem 2


The goal of this problem is to calculate the proportion of N confidence intervals which cover the true mean
for various situations. We will be simulating drawing N samples of size n from the population, creating
a confidence interval for each of them, and calculating the proportion of the N confidence intervals which
cover the true mean (which is known since these are simulations.


Your function should take in ThePop (which will be simulated vector of the “population”), alpha (which
defines what level of confidence you want), n (how large each of the samples should be), N (the total number
of confidence intervals your function will create), and TrueMean (the known value of the true mean). Your
function should return two things; the proportion of N confidence intervals that cover the true mean when
we use Zα/2, and the proportion of N confidence intervals that cover the true mean when we use tn−1;α/2.


We will examine two populations;


i. A population which is distributed normal, with mean 2 and standard deviation 3. To simulate the
“population”, use the following command:


ThePop = rnorm(100000,mean = 5, sd = 3)


ii. A population which is distributed Exponential, with mean 5 and standard deviation 5. To simulate
the “population”, use the following command:


ThePop = rexp(100000,rate = 1/5)
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Use your function to find the proportion of N confidence intervals that cover the true mean for Z and t
values for the following parameters (in parts (a) - (d)). Remember for parts (e) and (f), we know what
the theoretical proportion should be.


(a) ThePop = rnorm(100000,mean = 5, sd = 3),alpha = 0.05, n = 15, N = 100000,TrueMean = 5


(b) ThePop = rexp(100000,rate = 1/5),alpha = 0.05, n = 15, N = 100000,TrueMean = 5


(c) ThePop = rnorm(100000,mean = 5, sd = 3),alpha = 0.05, n = 50, N = 100000,TrueMean = 5


(d) ThePop = rexp(100000,rate = 1/5),alpha = 0.05, n = 50, N = 100000,TrueMean = 5


(e) Compare the coverage probabilities reported in part (a). Which coverage probability is better (if any)?
Why do you think that is?


(f) Compare the coverage probabilities reported in part (b). Which coverage probability is better (if any)?
Why do you think that is?


(g) Compare the coverage probabilities for parts (a) and (b). What do you think accounts for the difference
(or similarity) in the coverage probabilities?


(h) Compare the coverage probabilities for parts (c) and (d). What do you think accounts for the difference
(or similarity) in the coverage probabilities?
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Hints and Helpful Commands


Some (potentially) useful ideas or commands are found below:


• For Problem 1, to return a nicely formatted 2 by 2 matrix of results, consider the following commands:


x = c(2,4)


y = c(-2,-4)


Results = matrix(c(x,y), byrow = TRUE,nrow = 2)


colnames(Results) = c("Lower Bound","Upper Bound")


rownames(Results) = c("Positively","Negatively")


Results


• For Problem 2, your function could use an sapply from 1 to N to first sample from your population
vector, calculate the confidence interval (remember you can use your function from Problem 1), then
return a two element vector of TRUE or FALSE corresponding to if each of the confidence intervals
contained the true mean.


• Your function can then simply take the mean of each column of TRUE’s and FALSE’s to find the
proportion of intervals that cover the true mean.


• ifelse statements are nice for returning a TRUE or FALSE:


x = c(2,4)


y = c(-2,-4)


Check1 = ifelse(x[1] < 3 & x[1] > 0,TRUE,FALSE)


Check2 = ifelse(y[1] > 0 & y[2] < 0,TRUE,FALSE)


Results = matrix(c(Check1,Check2),nrow = 1)


colnames(Results) = c("Check for X","Check for Y")


Results


• To find a Zα/2, we can use the following command:


alpha = 0.05


Z.score = qnorm(0.05/2,lower.tail = FALSE) #By the z-table this should be about 1.96


Z.score


• To find a tn−1;α/2, we can use the following command:


alpha = 0.05


n = 20


t.score = qt(0.05/2,df = n-1, lower.tail = FALSE) #By the t-table this should be about 2.093


t.score
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